Manitou Cloud
Services
Cloud-based technology for
your alarm monitoring needs.

A NEW EVOLUTION IN SECURITY

INDUSTRY-LEADING PARTNERSHIPS

Cloud or “hosted” platforms are creating new growth

Bold partnered with two industry-leading

opportunities for central stations of all sizes. Manitou

telecommunication companies, OneTel and

Cloud Services was built to the UL 827 8th Edition

Communication Service Solutions, to provide the

certification, to deliver the Manitou product line

highest quality of service and telephony. Video and

through a cloud-based automation service for central

accounting integrations are available through our

stations. Meet redundancy requirements or expand

partnerships with I-View Now, OpenEye, 3xLogic, and

disaster recovery with a minimal hardware investment.

SedonaCloud to provide you a complete system with
growth potential.

“Cloud” is a buzzword in the security industry, but what

COMPLETE ALARM MONITORING

does it mean? When your alarm monitoring center is

Manitou Cloud Services is unique due to its extensive

STATE-OF-THE-ART DATA CENTER

hosted “in the Cloud,” you handle alarms over the

functionality. The entire ManitouNEO product line is

Bold’s data center meets all UL requirements and

Internet. You no longer need servers, receivers, a phone

supported in the hosted environment, with functionality

resides in a fully-staffed, Level 4, 24/7, SSAE 16 Type II,

system, and alarm automation software at your facility

including non-traditional receivers, PERS, mPERS, GPS,

HIPAA compliant facility, centrally located in Colorado

because they are accessed through a secure Internet

and a dealer/tech portal.

Springs, Colorado. A second data center will come

connection. Your capital investment is minimal.

available in 2018.

WHICH SOLUTION IS FOR YOU?

Manitou Cloud Services

Manitou On-Premises

Manitou Cloud Services

Powered by Bold’s award-winning security

Control of configurations, backups, and data security

automation software

is with internal resources of monitoring center

Supports many integrations through partnerships

Includes servers and receivers that eliminate the cost

with established, industry-leading companies

and support of equipment at your location

System can be paired with the suite of Manitou

Includes operating system software and required

modules for new service and RMR opportunities

database licenses to reduce upfront software costs

Technical support available 24 hours/day, 7 days/

Includes leading enterprise-level PBX system and

week from Bold’s experienced Customer Care team

removes the expensive cost of PRIs and circuits

Includes free software updates and product

Provides security with a fully-staffed, 24/7, SSAE 16

upgrades for the Manitou automation platform

Type II, Level 4, redundant data center

Access is local through a Client-Server architecture

Enterprise-class IT infrastructure supported and

and does not require an Internet connection.

maintained by Bold, CSS, and OneTel staff

Manitou On-Premises

OPTIONS TO FIT YOUR BUSINESS NEEDS
MCS | PaaS (Platform as a Service)

MCS | Now (Turnkey)*

MCS | DR (Disaster Recovery)

☑☑ Everything in the Cloud

☑☑ Everything in the Cloud

☑☑ Data replication in the Cloud

This complete package provides all the technological

A turnkey solution for smaller monitoring centers.

A Disaster Recovery solution which keeps your data

infrastructure and software, including ManitouNEO or

Get our basic alarm monitoring software package

replicated in the Cloud for failover. In the event of an

ManitouPSIM, servers, receivers, PBX, and telecom lines.

and telecom with log-in access in the Cloud.

emergency, your telco provider will swing your lines to

MCS | Saas (Software as a Service)

MCS | DR 90/10 (Disaster Recovery 90/10)

our receivers.

☑☑ Software and servers in the Cloud

☑☑ 90% of signals on-premises

A package for businesses who already have receivers

☑☑ 10% of signals through the Cloud

and telecom lines they wish to utilize.

This package allows you to run 10% of your signals

MCS | Bold Cloud Receiver (Cloud Infrastructure)

through the Cloud with immediate failover for

☑☑ Receivers and telecom in the Cloud

the other 90% in the event of an emergency.

A package for those who prefer to keep their servers

Use this solution to meet your UL 827 secondary

800-255-BOLD

and database on-site, and avoid additional infrastructure

site requirements.

boldgroup.com

costs for receivers and telecom.

*coming soon

sales@boldgroup.com

